
DISTILLERY TOUR
The Hard Truth Distillery Tour takes visitors through our 

working distillery where we craft our pioneering sweet mash 
rye whiskey and bourbon. Over the course of this 25-minute 
experience, guests will explore the Hard Truth Distilling Co. 

production facility, and leave with a souvenir Hard Truth 
tasting glass.

WHOLE TRUTH TOUR
Over the course of this 90-minute immersive experience, 

guests will explore the Hard Truth Distilling Co. production 
facility, partake in a three-part Hard Truth premium whiskey 

progression tasting, and receive a private walk-through of 
our rackhouse amongst the barrels aging our sweet mash 

bourbon.

GET LOST TOUR
The Hard Truth Get Lost Tour takes visitors on a drinking 

expedition across the 325-acre Hard Truth Hills campus with 
stops — and tastings — at a variety of special sites on the 

property. Over the course of the one-hour excursion, guests 
will taste various Hard Truth Distilling Co. spirits and Quaff 

ON! Brewing Co. beers while surrounded by Brown County’s 
natural beauty and leave with a souvenir Hard Truth mason 

jar drinking glass.

MIXOLOGY CLASS
Get hands-on experience and in depth mixology knowledge 
in this 60 minute, themed cocktail-making class. With new 

themes for each season, there’s always something more you 
can learn. Classes take place at the Tours & Tasting Center.

BEER SCHOOL
Get ready to drink, nerds, our Small Batch Beer School 

Tour elucidates the  history of Big Woods and QuaffON as 
told through the story of five beers, while simultaneously 
exploring the craft of beer production and the brewing 

process. Guests will receive five 5oz beer samples over the 
course of the 45-Minute tour, including four flagship beers 

and one seasonal or small batch special release. Come 
to downtown Nashville and get ready to enjoy the new 

QuaffON Small Batch Brewhouse above Big Woods Pizza.

MOONSHINER’S EXPERIENCE
Hard Truth Hills is home to the only distillery in the country 

where guests can make their own moonshine.

The Hard Truth Moonshiner’s Experience offers visitors 
a chance to join the centuries-long legacy of crafting 

moonshine in the hills and valleys of Brown County, Indiana.


